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Abstract. It is meaningful for researchers to find the interested and
high quality new papers. We propose the Joint Text and Influence
Embedding recommendation model (JTIE) to consider both the paper
quality and the content correlation. We train a paper embedding based
on its core elements: contents, authors and publication venues. The qual-
ity of a new paper is evaluated based on the author authority and the
venue reputation. The citation relationships between papers are consid-
ered asymmetric such that they can reflect the user’s consideration on the
intrinsic influence of a paper. We learn user interests by one’s historical
references or a set of query keywords. Finally, papers are recommended
according to the relatedness between user interests and paper embed-
dings. We perform experiments against three real-world datasets. The
results show that our model outperforms baseline methods on both the
personalized recommendation and the query keywords based retrieval.
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1 Introduction

There is a large number of academic papers published every year. To continuously
have creative ideas, researchers are interested in the state-of-the-art theory and
technology. It is important to find the high quality new papers. Personalized
paper recommendation has become a major technique for helping researchers
handle huge amounts of papers. To improve user experience, it is essential that
the recommendation model predicts users’ preferences on papers and provides
explainable results. To satisfy the above requirements, there are some challenges,
such as the assessment of a new paper quality and the inherent correlation
between a user interest and the paper content.
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The recent attention on explainability has lead to the development of a series
of explainable recommendation models. A fundamental question explainable rec-
ommendation aims to answer is how we balance accuracy and explainability. The
purpose of this paper is to illustrate how to effectively optimize accuracy and
explainability in a joint and unified framework. The key idea is that fully exploit-
ing the correlations between the recommendation task and the explanation task
potentially enables both tasks to be better off than when they are considered
separately.

To evaluate a paper quality, most of existing works consider paper citations,
including the citation amount and the quality of them [17,24,29]. The more
citation a paper receives, the better quality it has. However, such metric is
not applicable for a new paper quality evaluation, because there is less cita-
tion. Many works based on their publication texts and calculate the content
correlation between the profiles and papers [12,14,23]. Generally, representa-
tive publications and references well illustrate one’s research interests. But these
content-based methods neither model the user’s preference on paper quality nor
consider the inherent semantic connection between user interests and papers for
recommendation.

To solve the problems, we propose a Joint Text and Influence Embedding
(JTIE) based recommendation method for providing related new papers. Given
an academic corpus, which includes paper contents and citation relationships, our
model learns the latent influence of new papers and recommends the most related
papers to researchers. Based on the contents and the citation relationships, we
model the semantics and influence of the elements related to papers, such as the
authors and the venues. We embedding paper contents, authors and venues as
vectors in the same latent space. Then the representation of a paper is fused
on the basis of the former elements. Paper citation reflects the preferences of
authors’s consideration on the intrinsic influence of a paper, which consists the
author authority and the venue reputation. The idea behind is that a paper
and its references always share some common features, the embedding of them
should be close in the latent space. We model the influence as the asymmetric
probabilistic propagation based on citation relationships.

When recommending new papers to a user, we first consider the user interests.
Research interests could be learned from user published papers and references.
We utilize these information to predict his interests and judge if he could be
interested in a new paper. Since a user always follow the academic works or
authors in a specific area, we profile a user interest from the papers he ever
cited, and recommend the most similar new papers to him. We also consider
a general query requirement for a researcher in the form of query words. We
perform experiments on three real-world datasets and the results illustrate that
our method performs better than the existing methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce related
works about embedding and paper recommendation systems in Sect. 2. Then we
present definitions and propose our models in Sect. 3, detail our recommendation
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strategies in Sect. 4, and show our experiments and evaluations in Sect. 5. Finally,
we draw our conclusions in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Content-Based Embedding. Content-based Embedding is high related with our
work, such as word embedding models, which are very helpful means to embed
items into lower-dimension latent vectors seeing that the relationships between
neighbor nodes remain close in the latent space, such as ISOMAP [28] and
Laplacian eigenmap [3]. Word2vec is a method of word embedding, of which the
most frequently mentioned two models are CBOW and Skip-gram. Proposed by
Mikolov et al. [18], the vectors learned by these models have been utilized to
find semantically similar words and proved their great performance.

Most of the current methods focus on the relatedness between a user inter-
est and paper contents. A widely adopted method with paper recommendation
is Content Based Filtering (CBF). CBF calculates similarity among items and
recommends similar items to target users. Chakraborty et al. [4] propose a diver-
sified citation recommendation system for scientific queries, which considers the
semantically correlated articles. Sugiyama et al. proposed to use TF-IDF val-
ues of keywords as elements in a paper’s vector and represent an author with
his publications and citations [24]. However, this method does not consider the
semantic ambiguity on user chosen words. However, these paper recommenda-
tion methods based on explicit factors of similar items or users without learning
various kinds of relationships in the Citation Network.

Structure-Based Embedding. Many network embedding methods were inspired
by word embedding. LINE [26] and DeepWalk [20] are network embedding mod-
els which be can applied to large-scale networks. They are designed to preserve
the proximity between vertices and keep the structure of the network. Super-
vised PTE were then proposed as an expanding method for the heterogeneous
networks but it is not specific for a bibliometric task [25]. Embedding has also
been used in research of author identification [5]. However, they only consider
homogeneous networks where all the nodes are of the same type and cannot scale
to a heterogeneous network containing various kinds of nodes and relations such
as author-write-paper and author-published in-venue. To recommend related
high-quality works to researchers, some works use network structure and rela-
tionships between items and users to promote the accuracy of recommendation.
Network-based recommender systems [2,9,10] are also related closely with our
work. However, their network refers to social network, which cannot be widely
applied to networks that do not contain such explicit social relationships, such
as “following” or “mutual following” relationships. Besides, they only leverage
the network structure without considering the semantics of the textual items
such as papers or books.
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Fig. 1. The joint text and influence embedding model

Paper Recommendation. Another related personalised paper recommendation
method is CF based systems. Sugiyama et al. [23] propose a comprehensive
evaluation of scholarly paper recommendation by an adaptive neighbor selection
method in a collaborative filtering framework. Matrix Factorization (MF) is a
model-based Collaborative Filtering and was used in recommender system in
previous works [7,14,16]. It considers the latent semantics of users and items.
For example, Zhang et al. [32] use a low-dimensional linear model to describe the
user rating matrix in a recommendation system. They present a hybrid approach,
which learns an additive linear combination of canonical to represent each user’s
rating profile. However, the dataset in this problem contains millions of authors
and papers. Even if we extract hundreds of authors amongst them, the matrix
could be extremely sparse. Besides, MF is a CF method so it also could not solve
new paper recommendation problem.

To solve the above problem, some works explore the use of deep neural net-
works to learn the interaction function from data. However, there is little related
work on employing deep neural networks for recommendation in contrast to the
vast amount of models on MF methods. He et al. [11] present a Neural network-
based Collaborative Filtering architecture to model latent features of users and
items in recommendation task. Yates et al. [30] adopt the PageRank method to
quantify the authority of an author by the citation network. Xie et al. [29] con-
sider the new paper recommendation problem by learning the inherent relativity
of word usages from an academic dataset, and computing the potential influence
of a new paper by contents, publication venue and author reputation. There are
some other academic recommendation, which also seem related with our work,
such as experts ranking [1,19,21], partner recommendation [6,31], hot research
topic prediction [22] and etc.
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3 Joint Text and Influence Embedding

We propose the JTIE method to generate the embedding of papers, authors and
venues. Given a corpus, we learn both semantics and influence from the contents
and the citation relationship. Then the deep paper semantics and the latent
features of the elements related to the paper quality, such as the authors and
the venue, are further learned. We model the representation vector of a paper
on the basis of its content, authors and venue The diagram is illustrated in Fig.
1 in a down-top view.

3.1 Item Embedding

In this section, we present the notions that would be used in the following discus-
sion, and learn the embedding of papers, authors and venues in a latent space.

For a given academic corpus, we construct a citation network G = (P,E),
where =P denotes the paper set, E = {(p, r)|p, r ∈ P, p cites r} denotes the
citation relationship between papers. We definite the keyword set, the author
set and the venue set of the academic corpus as K, A and V , respectively. Each
paper p is accompanied with an attribute set (Kp, ap, vp), in which Kp ⊆ K
denotes the set of keywords mentioned in p, ap means the author of p and vp

means the publication venue of p.
At first, we model the representation of a paper based on the learned embed-

ding of its elements. The contents and the quality are two main concerns when
users refer papers, thus these are key points when we model the representation
vector for a paper. With respect to the paper contents, keywords are direct fea-
tures in depicting paper contents, which are characteristic words extracted from
the paper. Let Ip represents content vector of p, which is the mean value of all

keyword vectors extracted from this paper. Ip is calculated as Ip =
∑

ki∈Kp
Iki

|Kp| ,
where Iki

denote the vector representation of keyword ki.
With respect to the paper quality, we consider both the authority of the

author and the reputation of the venue. The author of a paper reflects its author-
ity and its research directions. A paper is more likely to be a good work if its
author has published many high citation papers. And an author usually focus
on a few research directions, which will reflect on his papers. Also, the venue of
a paper can reflect both its reputation and research topics. If a paper is pub-
lished in top conference, it tends to be more influential in a certain research field.
Besides, each conference concentrates on the topics within a specific direction, so
papers published in similar venues share similar research contents. Let xp denotes
the representation vector of p, which is calculated by a weighted sum of its con-
tent vector, author embedding and venue embedding: xp = αIp + βRap

+ γRvp
.

Rap
and Rvp

denote the author and the venue embedding vector for paper p,
respectively. α, β, γ ∈ [0, 1] are parameter for balancing the weight of keywords,
author and venue, α + β + γ = 1.

Based on the paper embedding, we consider the asymmetric relationships
between papers. We define a relevance score between a paper and its reference,
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which is expected to be high if there is citation relationship between them. Let
pair (p, r) means two papers p, r ∈ P . The relevance score g(p, r) denotes the
extent of p citing r g(p, r) should reflect three features: the semantic relatedness
between two papers, the research interest of ap and vp, the influence of ar and vr.
We adapt the dot product of xp and xr to model their semantic relevance score.
The reference relationship is unidirectional and asymmetric, so we add local bias
vectors M1 and M2, which shift xp and xr due to their different semantics in
the path. Then the relevance score between the two papers is defined as

g(p, r) = IT
p Ir + M1

Txp + M2
Txr (1)

We adopt soft-max function to model the probability that there exists cita-
tion relationship between pair (p, r), which is denoted as Pr(p|r).

Pr(p|r) =
exp(g(p, r))

∑
p′∈P exp(g(p′, r))

(2)

3.2 Objective Function

After embedding the items into a latent space, we formulate the loss function as

L = −
∑

(p,r)∈G

log Pr(p|r) (3)

Then we have the objective function as follow:

arg min
θ

L = arg min
θ

−
∑

(p,r)∈G

log
exp(g(p, r))

∑
p′∈P exp(g(p′, r))

(4)

where θ is the parameter to be learned. Since the time cost to re-calculate the
normalization part in Eq. 2 is intolerable, we adopt negative sampling as in NCE
[8] which solves the problem of estimation of un-normalized data. Let Pr+(p|r) =
Pr(p|r) denotes the Probability Distribution Function(PDF) of every positive
sample (p, r) ∈ E, Pr−(p|r) denotes the artificial noise distribution of each
negative sample (p, r) /∈ E, and G′ denote the set of all negative samples. The
loss function can be re-written as follows

L = −
∑

(p,r)∈G

log σ(log Pr+(p|r)) −
∑

(p′,r′)∈G′
log(1 − σ(log Pr−(p′|r′))) (5)

Stochastic gradient descent method is adopted to update the parameters Ra,
Rv, M1 and M2. There might be millions of pairs in the form of (p, r), so storage
for all these pairs is intolerable. Sampling must be applied to solve this problem.
A straightforward and efficient way of sampling is to sample nodes following
the sequence of the tuple, i.e., to r, p, and a one by one. Papers with more
citations are more likely to be sampled as the first node of the sampled tuple,
i.e., r in our instance. So we pre-compute the citations of all papers and then
sample r according to distributions of numbers of their citations. Once r has
been sampled, positive sampling and negative sampling are performed next.
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4 Personalized New Paper Recommendation

4.1 Personalized Recommendation Based on User Interests

We recommend related new papers to users based on their research interests.
Deep research interests could be learned from user publications and references.
We utilize these information to predict their interests and judge if they could
be interested in the new paper. Let U denote the set of users who have publica-
tions. Each user in a ∈ U has a reference set REa, i.e., all papers he referenced
before the publish time of the new paper. The representation of user interest
is calculated by the mean of reference vectors as μa =

∑
r∈REa

xr

|REa| , where xr is
representation vector of a paper r ∈ REa. With the above metric, we calculate
the similarity between new papers and researcher’s interests. Given a researcher,
we recommend the most similar new papers to him.

4.2 Personalized Recommendation Based on Keyword Query

We consider a general query requirement for recommendation. Users could pro-
vide a set of query keywords, denoted by Q ⊂ K. We solve the problem in two
aspects: contents relevance and venue reputation. We model the user query as
the mean of keyword representation vector, which is calculated as μq =

∑
k∈Q Ik
|Q| ,

where |Q| denotes the number of keywords in Q.
Then we calculate the similarity between μq and the content vectors of new

papers, choose the most related ones from the user as candidates. Besides user
interests, it is better to recommend papers with high reputation and trusts, so
we choose top k papers published in top conferences from the candidate set as
our results. This recommending method could also be applied to new researchers
who have not published any paper yet.

5 Experiments and Analysis

5.1 Datasets

We adopt three datasets to verify our model. The first dataset is the citation
network of DBLP downloaded from AMiner [27]. It contains information about
title, abstract, venue, author, year of publication, reference information about
a paper. The second dataset is crawled from Scopus website dataset1. Each
paper contains a title, authors, an abstract, keywords, citation information and
discipline labels.

Another dataset is the internal patent database released by United States
Patent and Trademark Office (PT for short)2, which includes the information on
all published patents at the PT. Each patent contains the ownership (referred to
as authors in this paper), mark characteristics, classification, prosecution events,
1 https://www.scopus.com/.
2 https://bulkdata.USPTO.gov.

https://www.scopus.com/
https://bulkdata.USPTO.gov
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Table 1. Dataset statistics

Dataset #papers/patents #authors #keywords #venues

AMiner 3056388 1752401 354693 11397

Scopus 1304907 482602 127630 7653

PT 182260 73974 - -

references, renewal and maintenance history. The patent dataset does not contain
the venues and keywords information, so we consider the impact of the authors.

We adopt the Seg-phrase model [15] to extract the keywords, which iterates
the process of phrase segmentation and keyword extraction to obtain the most
representative phrases. We combine the phrases (two or more words) extracted
by Seg-phrase and unigrams with relatively higher tf-idf values, and take this as
the keyword set. Stopwords are removed from the keyword set.

After cleaning, the statistics of these datasets are shown in Table 1. As a
matter of convenience, papers and patents are named collectively as papers.

5.2 Baseline Methods and Metrics

We compare our model with the following methods.

– WNMF-5 [32]: This is the weighted nonnegative matrix decomposition
method, where each entry in Matrix is set 1 if the researcher has cited the
paper, and 0 otherwise. The feature number is set to 5.

– WNMF-10 : The same method with the above with the feature number being
10.

– NBCF [23]: A neighborhood-based Collaborative Filtering algorithm, which
is a comprehensive evaluation of scholarly paper recommendation by an adap-
tive neighbor selection method in a collaborative filtering framework.

– MLP [11]: It uses Multi-Layer Perceptron to learn the non-linear interaction
function of embeddings from data.

All the parameters of baseline methods are empirically set to the optimal
values.

For each user, we prepare k candidate papers/patents. Each candidate
set contains 1 really cited paper/patent at least. The candidate papers are
ranked according to the relatedness between user interests and paper vectors.
We dopt nDCG@k as a measurement [13]. nDCG@k is often used to mea-
sure effectiveness of web search engine algorithms. nDCG@k is calculated as
nDCG@k = DCG@k

IDCG , DCG@k =
∑k

i=1
reli

log2(i+1) , where reli = 5 if the i-th paper

is really cited by the researcher, otherwise reli = 0. IDCG =
∑|Cite|

i=1
5

log2(i+1)

is the ideal discounted cumulative gain, in which |Cite| means the number of
papers that are really cited by the researcher among the candidate papers.
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Table 2. The experiments on the personalised new paper recommendation

nDCG@k Aminer Scopus PT

k = 20 k = 30 k = 50 k = 20 k = 30 k = 50 k = 20 k = 30 k = 50

WNMF-5 0.7914 0.7852 0.7256 0.7797 0.7686 0.6819 0.6797 0.6586 0.5419

WNMF-10 0.8265 0.7892 0.7316 0.7889 0.7725 0.7052 0.6789 0.6625 0.5652

NBCF 0.8331 0.7994 0.7322 0.7932 0.7856 0.7272 0.6932 0.6756 0.6272

MLP 0.8391 0.8011 0.7649 0.8263 0.8201 0.7305 0.7063 0.6801 0.6504

Our Method 0.8693 0.8512 0.8053 0.8309 0.8257 0.7399 0.7309 0.7057 0.6899

Table 3. Query based recommendation compared with MLP

User
Query Our method MLP

J. Han

Information
Network

Knowledge
Discoverry

Data
Mining

1. DeepTutor: An Effective, Online
Intelligent Tutoring System That
Promotes Deep Learning
2. Quantifying Robustness of Trust
Systems against Collusive Unfair
Rating Attacks Using Information
Theory
3. Deep Learning Architecture with
Dynamically Programmed Layers for
Brain Connectome Prediction
4. Evaluating the statistical
significance of biclusters
5. A Gaussian Process Latent
Variable Model for BRDF Inference

1. Convergence properties of general
network selection games
2. Quantifying the Targeting Performance
Benefit of Electrostatic Haptic Feedback
on Touchscreens
3. The Role of Environmental Predicta-
bilityand Costs in Relying on
Automation
4. Reflective Informatics: Conceptual
Dimensions for Designing Technologies
of Reflection
5. When hybrid cloud meets flash crowd:
Towards cost-effective service provisioning

D. Patterson
High
Performance
Computing

Computer
Architecture

Parallel

1.Markov Mixed Membership Models
2.The effect of head mounted display
weight and locomotion method on the
perceived naturalness of virtual
walking speeds
3.Influence at Scale: Distributed
Computation of Complex Contagion
in Networks

1.Convergence properties of general
network selection games
2.Quantifying the Targeting Performance
Benefit of Electrostatic Haptic Feedback
on Touchscreens
3.The Role of Environmental Predicta-
bilityand Costs in Relying on Automation

5.3 Evaluation on Personalized New Paper Recommendation

Recommendation Based on User Publications and References. To eval-
uate the performance of our recommendation, we compare our model with other
methods on new research papers in this subsection. We randomly select 300, 100
and 50 researchers in Aminer, Scopus and PT datasets, respectively, to verify the
performance of our model. The authors must satisfy the following conditions:

– Have published at least 5 papers and have cited at least 5 papers before year
Y ;

– Have cited at least 1 paper after year Y ;
– The above academic papers should contain titles, authors, venues and

abstracts, while the patents should contain titles, abstracts and authors.

The dataset is separated into two parts according to their published years.
Papers published before year Y are used for training and after year Y are used
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Table 4. The comparison between methods with different number of representative
papers (#rp)

Average nDCG Aminer Scopus

#rp = 1 #rp = 3 #rp = 5 #rp = 1 #rp = 3 #rp = 5

WNMF-5 0.664 0.754 0.770 0.633 0.706 0.765

WNMF-10 0.680 0.760 0.790 0.659 0.715 0.761

NBCF 0.690 0.769 0.821 0.676 0.721 0.782

MLP 0.759 0.853 0.871 0.681 0.747 0.805

Our Method 0.771 0.861 0.874 0.706 0.752 0.828

Table 5. The comparison between methods with different ratios between samples
(positive samples: negative samples)

Average nDCG Aminer Scopus

10:1 1:1 1:10 10:1 1:1 1:10

WNMF-5 0.679 0.754 0.730 0.633 0.726 0.693

WNMF-10 0.702 0.761 0.753 0.659 0.732 0.706

NBCF 0.720 0.775 0.753 0.676 0.742 0.731

MLP 0.743 0.821 0.770 0.680 0.775 0.734

Our Method 0.791 0.869 0.780 0.708 0.801 0.754

for testing. Then for each user, we prepare k candidate papers, each candidate
paper set must satisfy the following conditions:

– Each candidate set contains 1 really cited paper at least;
– All candidates should be published after year Y , the papers contain titles,

authors, venues and abstracts, while the patents should contain titles,
abstracts and authors;

– The authors of these candidates should have been embedded during the train-
ing process;

– The candidates should be textually similar with the papers that cited by the
user before year Y . The cosine similarity is adopted to calculate the semantic
similarity between candidates and really cited papers.

Year Y is set 2014, then we rank the candidate papers for new paper recom-
mendation.

The evaluation results on the three datasets are shown in Table 2. We can
see that our method is very helpful in improving the performance of new paper
recommendation.

Recommendation Based on Keyword Query. Our method could recom-
mend for users who provide their queries. However, we do not have comparing
metrics in aspect of contents relevance and we do not have their publication
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information so we cannot examine through their reference. Therefore, we test
if our search results of some queries could retrieve content-relevant papers with
higher reputation. We rank all the papers in a given area and see if papers
retrieved by our method are more relevant to the query and querist. The results
in Table 3 shows that our recommendations are more likely to the querists.

Evaluation on Parameters Settings. To quantify the influence by different
parameter settings, we perform the above experiments with different settings
on Aminer and Scopus. As the results shown in Table 4, the performance of
our proposed personalized cross domain paper recommendation increases with a
increasing number of papers. It is easy to understand that our recommendation
method better grasp an author’s requirement when she has more publications.
Table 5 shows that our model performs best when the ratio between positive
and negative samples is 1 : 1.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the Joint Text and Influence Embedding method for
personalised recommendation on new papers. A paper is represented by the
vectors of content, authors and published venue in the same latent space and
the objective function is designed for the consistency of content semantics and
paper influences in the citation network. Then we adopt the stochastic gradient
descent method for optimization. A new paper is evaluated by its contents,
authors’ authority and the reputation of the publication venue. A user interest
is learned either by one’s historical references or a set of query keywords. Then
we recommend the top-k related new papers. The results of the experiments
show our method outperforms other methods.
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